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Figure 1: The ReLive mixed-immersion tool. ReLive combines an immersive analytics virtual reality view (left) with a syn-
chronized non-immersive visual analytics desktop view (right) for analyzing mixed reality studies. The virtual reality view 
allows users to relive and analyze prior studies in-situ, while the desktop facilitates an ex-situ analysis of aggregated data. 

ABSTRACT 
The nascent feld of mixed reality is seeing an ever-increasing need 
for user studies and feld evaluation, which are particularly chal-
lenging given device heterogeneity, diversity of use, and mobile 
deployment. Immersive analytics tools have recently emerged to 
support such analysis in situ, yet the complexity of the data also 
warrants an ex-situ analysis using more traditional non-immersive 
visual analytics setups. To bridge the gap between both approaches, 
we introduce ReLive: a mixed-immersion visual analytics frame-
work for exploring and analyzing mixed reality user studies. ReLive 
combines an in-situ virtual reality view with a complementary ex-
situ desktop view. While the virtual reality view allows users to 
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relive interactive spatial recordings replicating the original study, 
the synchronized desktop view provides a familiar interface for 
analyzing aggregated data. We validated our concepts in a two-step 
evaluation consisting of a design walkthrough and an empirical 
expert user study. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Given its rapid growth, the nascent feld of mixed reality1 (MR) is 
seeing an ever-increasing need for user studies and feld evaluation, 
analyzing not only MR-specifc metrics such as use of space [4], 
movement patterns [21, 51], or interaction ergonomics [31], but 
also more traditional HCI performance metrics such as time and 
error. For this purpose, researchers gather an abundance of quanti-
tative and qualitative data such as interaction or movement logs 
(e.g., spatiotemporal data), audio/video recordings, and question-
naire responses in mixed-method evaluation approaches that allow 
for data triangulation. However, MR tools and techniques are par-
ticularly challenging to evaluate given their device heterogeneity, 
diversity of use, and mobile deployment. Additionally, many met-
rics are afected by the original environmental context [19, 51] or 
may be hard to analyze in a 2D context [21, 31]. Thus, Ens et al. [30] 
recently identifed the establishment of a general evaluation frame-
work as one of the current grand challenges in immersive analytics 
(IA) [62]. Several IA tools have already emerged that aim to stream-
line this process (e.g., [19, 51, 69]), ofering increased immersion 
and fow [70]. This can be especially benefcial when analyzing spa-
tiotemporal data (e.g., simulations of the actual study scene [19]), 
analyzing data within their environmental context [19, 51], or view-
ing 3D visualizations [19, 55, 69] in situ. However, “being ‘in the 
data’ at times prevents an outside-in view that may be needed to get 
an overview of the data.” [19] 

In contrast to these novel immersive approaches, non-immersive 
visual analytics (VA) tools such as Tableau [81] and Spotfre [46] 
are widely used to analyze data through a more traditional ex-
situ approach—where the analyst is detached from the original 
study environment—that can outperform immersive counterparts 
for overview tasks [54]. The familiar input methods in these non-
immersive tools allow for precise interaction (e.g., via mouse pointer) 
and facilitate the creation of specialized analysis workfows (e.g., 
via computational notebooks [2]). In addition, the 2D environment 
is suited towards a range of relevant study analysis tasks, such as 
analyzing video data, transcribing audio, pre-processing data, or ex-
porting results for use within other applications (e.g., for statistical 
tests). 

We argue that a holistic analysis of MR study data can therefore 
beneft from both immersive and non-immersive VA tools, as they 
complement each other well [30]: On the one hand, IA tools excel in 
an in-situ analysis, allowing researchers to reconstruct the context 
of the original setting (akin to a crime scene investigation) and 
facilitating the analysis of inherently 3D data; on the other hand, 
non-immersive VA tools excel in an ex-situ analysis, providing a 
holistic overview of the data and inter-compatibility with other 
tools, and allowing users to defne their own specialized analysis 
pipelines to compare data across multiple participants or conditions. 
Yet, there is a missing link between both approaches: Researchers 
have to reconstruct their (mental) workspaces when switching from 
one tool to the next, thus barring any kind of serendipitous fndings 
that might occur if this transition was seamless. In addition, there 
has been little research on which tasks are best suited for immer-
sive or non-immersive settings as well as on how to best transition 

1The term “mixed reality” includes both virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality 
(AR) [87]. 

between these environments [30]. More specifcally, which aspects 
of the analysis process, if any, beneft from immersive represen-
tation, and which aspects are instead better served by the use of 
a non-immersive visual analytics interface? How can we transfer 
context information and support users when switching from, e.g., 
an immersive VR device to a non-immersive desktop environment 
and back? 

To investigate these challenges, we introduce ReLive: a mixed-

immersion visual analytics framework [80] that combines both im-
mersive and non-immersive views to enable the holistic exploration 
and malleable analysis of MR user studies. ReLive ofers an in-situ 
VR view suited for immersing the user in an interactive spatial 
recording replicating the original study setting (cf. [59]). Similar 
to prior work (e.g., [19, 51, 69]), users can walk through the scene, 
create visualizations based on entities and events within the scene, 
and view the study data within its original environmental context. 
Unlike prior work, which uses AR to visualize spatiotemporal data 
(e.g., [19, 69]), we argue for the use of VR, which does not require 
access to the original study setting (cf. [19, 69]), can simulate stud-
ies across the whole virtuality continuum [47, 64], and allows for 
higher immersion, which, in turn, may provide deeper insights 
into the study participant’s environmental context. To cover both 
exploratory and analytical procedures of the analysis process and 
identify which aspects may be better served by an IA view or a 2D 
view, we complement our VR view with an ex-situ desktop view. 
Users can use this desktop view as a visual analysis workbook, 
taking advantage of a toolkit of visual analytics techniques for sum-
marizing, linking, and exploring details of spatiotemporal, event, 
and nominal data to make comparisons between study sessions. The 
desktop view also allows for the playback of audio and video media, 
and ofers a 2D window into the current VR view. Both the desktop 
and VR view are synchronized in real time, facilitating the switch 
between the diferent views—thus representing an asynchronous 
hybrid user interface [45]. Although our focus in this work is solely 
on a single-user system, such cross-platform environments can also 
open up the design space for asymmetric collaboration [26, 34, 82]. 

Prior work has already shown the viability of analyzing MR 
studies both on the desktop [93] and in MR [19, 51, 69, 73]. Closely 
related to our own work is the Mixed Reality Analytics Toolkit 
(MRAT) [69], both in terms of data capturing and analysis approach. 
MRAT allows researchers to defne specifc tasks and metrics in 
advance, which can then be analyzed in a tightly-integrated ses-
sion inspecting tool, using a hybrid user interface to display both 
ex-situ 2D visualizations and in-situ 3D visualizations. In contrast, 
our open data logging approach aims to capture all data needed 
for a replication of the original study—thus enabling a holistic 
data exploration—and allows for both additional data capturing 
of non-MR devices as well as the conversion of prior user studies. 
ReLive enables users to explore and evaluate this data based on 
customizable analysis component, similar to a computational note-
book. Instead of focusing on novel visualizations, our goal is to 
investigate how a research platform could support both a fexible 
analysis on the desktop and an immersive analysis in VR at the 
same time, thereby combining the benefts of both. Consequently, 
ReLive demonstrates a novel interplay between these diferent 
approaches, which lets us examine the unique opportunities and 
challenges (e.g., transitioning between environments). 
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We evaluated a prototype of ReLive in a two-step evaluation pro-
cess to identify the benefts and challenges of combining immersive 
and non-immersive views for the analysis of MR user studies. In the 
frst step, a guided design walkthrough was conducted with the au-
thors of this paper to analytically evaluate and validate the concepts. 
In the second step, we invited 5 MR experts in an empirical user 
study to see how they use the interplay between immersive and 
non-immersive VA for the analysis of study data. Here, we were 
particularly interested in which tasks are best suited for which 
level of immersion, the interplay between in-situ and ex-situ anal-
ysis, and the actual applicability of our holistic analysis concept. 
Our contributions are thus twofold: (1) We contribute ReLive, a 
mixed-immersion visual analytics tool for the holistic analysis of 
MR user studies; and (2) design insights and research implications 
for the implementation of mixed-immersion systems extracted from 
a two-step evaluation process of ReLive. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Here we look into existing metrics for evaluating mixed reality 
studies and review prior work in terms of the necessary degree of 
immersion for analysis of mixed reality studies. Büschel et al. [19] 
already provide an extensive analysis of available systems for ana-
lyzing MR studies and their visualizations; therefore, we focus on 
the distinction between non-immersive and immersive approaches. 
To bridge these two felds, we also investigate transitional interfaces 
for the combination and transition between non-immersive and 
immersive environments. 

2.1 Metrics for Evaluating Mixed Reality 
Studies 

When evaluating mixed reality studies, researchers employ a vari-
ety of diferent metrics, the choice of which is heavily infuenced 
by the study type and research objectives [30, 69]. Performance 
metrics such as task completion time, accuracy, or error rate are 
often used for MR studies and ofer a well-understood point of ref-
erence [7]. However, established metrics for 2D interaction may not 
be easily transferred to these immersive environments: For example, 
applying ergonomics metrics created for interacting with vertical 
displays [42] to mid-air interaction may result in misleading results, 
especially when visualized in situ [31]. In addition, most MR stud-
ies “need to cover many more factors than studies of non-immersive 
surroundings” [7], such as place illusion and world awareness [85], 
environmental constraints [19, 31], or novelty bias [30]. Although 
an extensive analysis of MR study metrics exceeds the scope of this 
work, recent works [7, 30, 63] point towards a lack of standardiza-
tion for MR study metrics. 

An interview with domain experts conducted by Nebeling et al. 
confrms that “[researchers] mentioned many types of data specifc 
to their projects but relatively few concrete metrics” [69]. Rather, 
many MR systems are evaluated qualitatively based on interview 
data, observations, or bespoke visualizations of available study data, 
such as movement data [21, 66]. To aid in these observations, some 
studies employed a passive observation client [44, 92, 98], which 
can provide more insights into the digital environment than the 
user’s point of view. 

Another aspect of evaluating MR studies is capturing and cal-
culating specifc metrics: Here, Nebeling et al. [69] automated the 
calculation of a set of global metrics (e.g., task completion time, 
distance moved, area coverage of user movement) in a Unity frame-
work; Kloiber et al. [51] integrated a clustering algorithm to auto-
matically detect keyframes in a recording with high spatial activity; 
and Lilija et al. [59] enable the user to step through notable changes 
of a selected object. Prior work also supports creating annotations 
and tags [19], recording of gestures and voice commands [69], or 
defning tasks for calculating metrics [69]. However, some MR 
systems may not rely on evaluating user movement, but instead 
investigate olfactory (e.g., [5]) or taste (e.g., [35, 96]) feedback. 

In summary, well-established performance metrics work espe-
cially well for simple interactions such as pointing and dragging, 
but are usually insufcient to completely characterize more complex 
activities in MR. The possibilities of multi-modal interaction, multi-
user scenarios, and multi-device environments therefore demand 
an analysis environment that not only allows for the calculation 
of classical measures, but can also ofer richer ways to capture, 
visualize, and analyze these complex activities (e.g., using a 3D 
environment [31]). 

2.2 Degree of Immersion for Analysis of Mixed 
Reality Studies 

When analyzing user studies of any kind, researchers usually turn 
towards (non-immersive) desktop analysis tools, ofering a wide 
range of diferent well-established software suitable for analysis, 
the choice of which depends on the data set, the goal of the anal-
ysis, and the expertise of the user group [2]. Existing approaches 
ofer a fully-featured graphical user interface (e.g., Tableau [81] or 
Spotfre [46]) which may require data preprocessing, or provide a 
powerful development environment (e.g., R [36] or Python) that 
allows users to both calculate their metrics and output visualiza-
tions. These non-immersive approaches are highly confgurable, as 
simple visualizations may be expressed using a common specif-
cation (e.g., Vega-Lite [84]) to replicate the visualization in a wide 
range of analysis tools, or use powerful toolkits (e.g., D3.js [13]) 
to generate bespoke visualizations. To give more context to these 
visualizations, computational notebooks (e.g., [2, 38, 72, 74]) are 
often used, employing the concept of literate computing [65] to 
narrate the analysis process by combining explanations, code, and 
resulting visualizations as a visual analysis workbook. 

Specifc to the analysis of MR user studies, past eforts have 
also investigated non-immersive visualizations of spatiotemporal 
data. For visualizing user movement and orientation, such prior 
work has augmented top-down views [17, 27, 28, 91, 93] and 3D 
scene views [18, 28, 73] with diferent visualizations, including 
trajectory plots [17, 18, 27, 28, 91], heatmaps [17, 27, 93], or feld 
of view frustums [17, 27, 73]. Often (e.g., [17, 18, 27, 28, 61, 93]), 
visualizations can be controlled by a timeline in combination with 
playback controls. These visualizations of movement data are also 
often complemented by the playback of one or more video record-
ings (e.g., [17, 18, 28, 61, 93]), synchronizing the visualization of user 
movement with the actual video recordings. Furthermore, several 
works [17, 18, 61, 93] visualize calculated or manually annotated 
events (time points and time periods) as part of a timeline. 
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In contrast to these (non-immersive) desktop-focused approaches, 
recent work has also introduced various immersive prototypes and 
toolkits that facilitate the analysis of spatiotemporal data from 
AR [19, 69] and VR studies [51, 59]. The capability of these pro-
totypes depends on the individual research focus, which afects 
the choice of visualization: Here, 3D trajectory plots and 3D trails 
are often used to visualize the position and speed of objects of 
tracked devices [21, 59], participant’s head and hands [51, 59], or 
gaze cues [73]. In addition, Nebeling et al. [69] use 3D point plots to 
visualize events such as the position and direction of users, tracked 
objects, and physical markers, while a tablet shows an overview of 
the events in a 2D visualization. Büschel et al. [19] also enrich spa-
tial 3D trajectories with additional videos and 2D visualizations (e.g., 
heatmaps, scatterplots) that can be placed in the AR environment, 
while Lilija et al. [59] use these 3D trajectories as an interactive, 
non-linear time slider. 

In summary, both non-immersive and immersive analysis tools 
represent viable choices for analyzing data from MR user studies: 
Non-immersive tools ofer fexibility and reproducibility (e.g., via 
computational notebooks) and are well-integrated in a rich ecosys-
tem of established applications, for example allowing users to export 
their results to their research paper. In contrast, immersive tools 
can reveal the environmental context [19], increase spatial under-
standing [55], help in understanding physical measurements [57], 
and aid in the decision-making [76], but still sufer from novelty 
factors and discomfort issues [25, 71] such as HMD weight [99], 
temperature [99], or simulator sickness [49] which can make these 
immersive approaches unattractive for some users over longer peri-
ods of time. We therefore argue that a holistic analysis of MR user 
studies requires both immersive and non-immersive approaches— 
allowing users to chose and transition between diferent levels of 
immersion based on their current analysis task. Yet, most existing 
tools only support one or the other; users have to therefore either 
choose one, or spend signifcant efort in migrating their current 
analysis workfow to a diferent reality. 

2.3 Transitional Interfaces 
The combination of non-immersive and immersive devices is often 
used in the context of hybrid user interfaces [33] to ofset the dis-
advantages of mixed reality head-mounted displays (HMDs), for 
example by ofering text input on a keyboard. In the context of IA, 
recent work has demonstrated the use of a wide variety of devices 
with AR HMDs, such as tablets [44, 56, 83, 90], interactive sur-
faces [22, 77], smartphones [20, 53, 58, 60, 92, 100], or tangible user 
interfaces [88]. Often, the visualizations act as an augmentation of 
the surface [79] (e.g., extending tablet [56], desktop [77], or large 
display walls [78]). In contrast to these AR systems, the full immer-
sion of VR systems makes the use of hybrid user interfaces more 
challenging. Here, the interaction device (e.g., tablet [29, 89], touch 
surface [86], or mobile devices [9]) is either tracked and replicated 
in VR, or the user’s immersion is reduced with a non-occlusive VR 
HMD [94, 95]. 

The use of a hybrid user interface often implies a synchronous us-
age of devices, e.g., interacting with a tablet while wearing a HMD 
(cf. [44]). A recent taxonomy of the broader feld of cross-device 
interaction [16] also considers the asynchronous use of diferent 

devices: In the context of VR, the HybridDesk [1, 23] allows users 
to transition between a 2D desktop interface and immersive 3D VR. 
Berns et al. [8] recently combined a live code editor on a desktop 
with a synchronized immersive 3D view for teaching. Similarly, the 
Unreal Engine SDK [37] complements their desktop editor with 
a dedicated VR interface, while Klein et al. [50] use multiple syn-
chronized views across diferent immersive environments. Lastly, 
Cavallo et al. [24, 25] created an immersive environment covering 
desktop, cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE), and mixed 
reality systems. We thus consider the use case of asynchronous 
hybrid user interfaces [45], where heterogeneous devices are used 
in sequence. 

Yet, switching between displays has been shown to be incur sig-
nifcant overhead [40, 75] leading to high transaction costs [43]—a 
problem that is likely further exacerbated if users not only have 
to switch displays, but device form factors (e.g., switching from a 
desktop system to a VR HMD). To study these transition, the term 
transitional interfaces [10, 39] is used when transitioning between 
diferent realities (e.g., real world to virtual reality). In this context, 
Carvalho et al. [23] provide guidelines for the explicit transition 
between such environments. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, re-
search on transitional interfaces is sparse, and there is little research 
on the actual transition between diferent device types (e.g., from a 
desktop to a VR HMD). 

In summary, there is a growing interest in hybrid user inter-
faces that often complements mixed reality interfaces with more 
traditional input devices, where both devices are used in simulta-
neously. However, wearing a HMD over a longer period of time 
may cause signifcant discomfort [25, 71]. We therefore use our 
device combination asynchronously [45] (i.e., as a migratory inter-
face [16]), which requires a transition between the VR and desktop 
environment. Although a CAVE environment [24, 32] could alle-
viate this transition, our focus is on VR HMDs, which are more 
afordable for end-users, provide higher immersion, and are thus 
more suited for use in personal workstations. Given the sparse 
amount of research in transitional interfaces, our work explores 
the underrepresented use case of transitioning between a VR HMD 
and a desktop environment. 

3 RELIVE 
We propose ReLive: a visual analytics framework [80] that com-
bines immersive with non-immersive views to enable the holistic 
exploration and malleable analysis of MR user studies. Based on cur-
rent trends in immersive and visual analytics study analysis (see Sec-
tion 2), ReLive provides an immersive VR view for in-situ analysis 
with a synchronized, non-immersive desktop view for ex-situ anal-
ysis (see Figure 1): The VR view allows users to relive an interactive 
spatial recording replicating the original study (cf. [19, 59, 69, 73]), 
while the complementary desktop view facilitates the malleable 
analysis of aggregated study data (cf. [2, 11, 72, 74]). In this section, 
we describe ReLive, which was informed by prior work and ex-
tended based on fndings from a two-step evaluation process (see 
Section 4). 

To ground ReLive in authentic data and realistic evaluation 
scenarios, we refer to fve reference studies (RS; four of these pub-
lished [4, 44, 68, 97] and one of them as-of-yet unpublished) that 
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served as testbeds for the conceptual design, prototypical develop-
ment, and evaluations of ReLive: 

RS 1 In this study [4], domain experts were tasked with individ-
ually exploring a domain-specifc data set, confgure their 
visualizations in a 3D space, and present their fndings, which 
allowed to study e.g., the use of space or the resulting com-
plexity of visualizations, focusing on quantitative measure-
ments in a within-subjects design. 

RS 2 In this study [97], two co-located participants were asked 
to collaboratively position and rotate virtual furniture to 
pre-defned target positions using handheld AR tablets. This 
allowed to study the infuence of diferent interaction tech-
niques on task performance (e.g., accuracy or task com-
pletion time), focusing on quantitative measurements in a 
within-subjects design. 

RS 3 In this study [68], two participants (either co-located or re-
mote) were instructed to remember the position of task ob-
jects using diferent display confgurations: The study com-
pared a handheld AR condition (tablets superimposing digi-
tal content on their real-world camera) with handheld VR 
condition (tablets showing a completely digital world), both 
controllable through egocentric navigation. Both display 
conditions featured visual landmarks in the form of digital 
furniture. The display confguration represented the within-
subjects factor and the spatial dispersion (e.g., co-located or 
remote) represented the between-groups factor. The authors 
studied the infuence of the display confguration on mea-
sures such as the perceived social presence (i.e., for remote 
collaboration) and task completion times, while combining 
other qualitative and quantitative measurements in a mixed 
design (between-groups and within-subjects factors). 

RS 4 In this study [44], participants were tasked to individually 
explore and analyze a visualization of 3D parallel coordinates 
using the various input modalities provided by the handheld 
tablet (e.g., touch or tablet orientation) and AR HMD (e.g., 
head-gaze or voice input) to investigate the applicability of 
this multimodal interaction approach, focusing on qualitative 
measurements in a within-subjects design. 

RS 5 In this study (as-of-yet unpublished), two remote participants 
were asked to jointly decide on a travel destination and plan 
a trip. In this realistic negotiation task, the infuence of the 
location and representation of the remote peer allowed to 
study user experience and subjective perception of presence, 
focusing on qualitative measurements in a within-subjects 
design. 

The selection of these reference user studies was guided by the 
aim to cover a wide range of MR user study situations to ensure the 
general applicability of ReLive. It ranges from single-user studies 
using an AR/VR HMD ( RS 1 , RS 4 ), over co-located collaborative 
user studies using handheld AR/VR ( RS 2 , RS 3 ), to remote collabo-
rative user studies using AR HMDs ( RS 5 ), each focusing on various 
types of measurements and applying diferent study designs. 

To facilitate replication in ReLive, we created a data specifcation 
that unifes the recorded data from these diferent studies. Existing 
data was converted to this specifcation using bespoke preprocess-
ing pipelines and imported to ReLive. To support and validate our 

concepts in real world scenarios, we also created a data logging 
toolkit to easily recreate and analyze future studies in ReLive. 

The following sections2 describe the data specifcation, the com-

ponent templates and instances that allow for a malleable analysis, 
the non-immersive desktop view and the immersive VR view, and the 
transition between in-situ and ex-situ analysis. Lastly, we describe 
our data logging toolkit to support ReLive for future user studies. 

Throughout this section, we will refer to the following example 
scenario to showcase the possible benefts of using ReLive, which 
is further illustrated in the fgures in this section3. The scenario 
is based on fndings that were unveiled when analyzing data from 

RS 3 with ReLive during development. 
Scenario The HCI researcher Sarah fnished the mixed reality 

mixed-method experiment RS 3 with 32 participants and two condi-
tions. Before investigating the gathered data with statistical tools such 
as IBM SPSS, she starts exploring the qualitative and quantitative 
data with ReLive to get a frst impression and to see how the display 
confgurations were adopted by the participants. For this, she opens up 
a new analysis notebook in the desktop view and selects RS 3 , which 
then loads all data based on the pre-defned dependent variables on 
the desktop and on the complementary VR view. 

3.1 Data Specifcation 
Our data specifcation was designed to holistically refect the data 
from a user study, allowing ReLive to reconstruct the study as 
accurately as possible. The specifcation diferentiates between 
three data types: sessions, entities, and events. Additional data, such 
as audio or video, may be included as attachment, but is stored as 
an ordinary fle to facilitate external access. 

Sessions. A session represents a self-contained subset of the study 
data pertaining to one study session containing multiple entities 
and events. Depending on the study design, a session can represent 
a trial, an experimental condition, or an entire study session. 

Entities. Each entity describes an actor, input device, or object 
with a visual appearance, which should be replicated. Entities may 
change over time (e.g., their position or rotation) and are usually 
represented by a 3D model of the original object. Entities may also 
contain media (e.g., screen capture of a tablet) that can be used for a 
more holistic replication (e.g., displaying a tablet’s screen recording 
directly on its virtual replica). 

Events. Events represent ephemeral actions that typically do 
not have a physical representation (e.g., task start, touch event), 
but occur at a specifc point or interval in time. Similar to entities, 
events may occur at a specifc position within a room (cf. [69]) and 
may contain media data, such as screenshots. 

Scenario In RS 3 , each pair of participants is divided into two 
sessions, one for each condition: handheld AR and handheld VR. In 
this study, entities are represented by the participant’s tablets, the 
virtual furniture acting as landmarks, and the cubes of the memory 
task. New events are created at the position of a participant’s tablet 
whenever a cube is unveiled by the participant. 

2Please also refer to our supplemental video. 
3An additional scenario showcasing the investigation of outliers in RS 2 is illustrated 
in the supplemental video. 
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3.2 Component Templates and Instances 
To establish a malleable analysis workfow that works in both VR 
and on a desktop, we adapt the concept of components from com-
putational notebooks (cf. [2, 11, 74]). Instead of having to program 
each component separately, our concept diferentiates between com-

ponent templates that are programmable and component instances 
which execute the template’s code with data provided by the ana-
lyst. ReLive thus combines the benefts of a desktop environment 
for programming, while still ofering a fexible analysis workfow 
in VR. 

Component templates can be programmed by analysts to calculate 
and visualize metrics, or to add custom behavior to the interactive 
3D study replication—thus allowing for the creation of custom anal-
ysis tools. By using the data specifcation, templates are generic and 
only need to specify how many entities or events are required for 
successful code execution. In addition, analysts can specify optional 
parameters to further customize the calculation. Component tem-
plates facilitate the distribution of metrics across diferent analysis 
workfows, as these templates can be easily packaged (cf. [11]) and 
shared with others. For example, consider a component template 
that visualizes the user’s movement as a trail (cf. [19, 59], see Fig-
ure 2): Here, the analysts can specify that the component requires 
one entity, add code to convert the entity’s movement data to a 
visualization, and provide additional parameters (e.g., length of vis-
ible trail in seconds) that can customize the resulting visualization. 
In future work, we aim to make these templates more easily pro-
grammable by the user, for example by ofering an editor similar to 
existing computational notebook, allowing components to output 
a Vega-Lite specifcation [84] depending on their specifed input 
parameters. 

In contrast, component instances (see Figure 2) can be created 
from existing templates. Instances can be customized by the analyst 
by adding study data or adjusting parameters. Once confgured, 
components automatically execute the code defned in their corre-
sponding template. Component instances either add custom behav-
ior to the 3D study replication, or visualize the calculated metrics. 
Visualizations can difer between the non-immersive and immer-
sive environment akin to multiple coordinated views, making the 
best use of each environment. For example, when instantiating the 
trail component template, analysts have to specify a entity for this 
instance and can adjust the defned properties, such as trail length. 
Once one or more sessions (i.e., data subsets) are added to the in-
stance, the template’s code is executed, and a visualization appears 
in the component (see Figure 2 (top)). In addition, a corresponding 
3D visualization appears in the 3D study replication if the afected 
entity is visible (see Figure 2 (bottom)). 

3.3 Non-Immersive Desktop View 
The non-immersive desktop interface of ReLive is designed to 
provide analysts with a holistic ex-situ overview of the study’s 
available data and is suited for an analytical evaluation of aggre-
gated study data using a components-based approach (see Figure 3). 
Our concept takes inspiration from computational notebooks (e.g., 
[2, 11, 72, 74]), which use an interactive programming environ-
ment to display results such as visualizations inline (cf. literate 
computing [65]). Here, analysts can create component templates 

Figure 2: Component instance. Used on the desktop (top) 
and in the 3D study replication (bottom), created from a 
trail visualizer component template. On the desktop (top), 
the component requires one entity, as well as at least one 
data set (session) to create a top-down 2D visualization of 
the tablet’s movement. The component exposes three prop-
erties to further customize the current visualization. Addi-
tional buttons in the top right corner allow for general con-
trol (e.g., delete component, export data). In VR (bottom), the 
same component instance also adds a 3D visualization in the 
3D study replication, which can reveal additional informa-

tion such as user behavior and interactions with entities. 

and instances, allowing analysts to, for example, narrate their anal-
ysis process, calculate and visualize metrics (see Figure 3 (B)), or 
easily export data from these components for use within other 
applications. 

This notebook approach is combined with a video playback 
interface akin to state-of-the-art video editors to better support the 
complementary in-situ analysis. Analysts can display available 2D 
media data (see Figure 3 (C)), or see into a MR study session via a 
reconstruction of the study session (see Figure 3 (D)). The current 
playback status is synchronized across all available media data and 
can be controlled with a timeline. 
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Figure 3: ReLive desktop view. This view combines a computational notebook approach with a video editor interface, special-
izing in an ex-situ analysis of aggregated study data. Access to additional media data such as videos and 3D study replication 
allows for a holistic insight into the user study. 

The desktop interface is divided into fve panels to merge the 
computational notebook approach with a video editor (see Figure 3): 
a data panel (A), a component panel (B), a timeline panel (E), a video 
panel (C), and a 3D scene panel (D). 

Data Panel. The data panel shows an overview of all available 
sessions, entities, and events within a study (see Figure 3 (A)), al-
lowing analysts to assign this data to other panels via drag and drop 
(e.g., to confgure component instances). To facilitate comparisons 
across study sessions, data with similar attributes (e.g., identical 
name) is automatically grouped together: Session tags act as a smart 
folder of sessions with similar attributes (e.g., the same experimen-
tal condition), allowing analysts to drag and drop multiple sessions 
at once; shared entities and shared events group together similar 
entities or events, respectively, across sessions and thus allow for 
an easy comparison of data across diferent sessions. 

Component Panel. A component panel allows analysts to visual-
ize study-specifc metrics as visualizations via customizable compo-
nents (see Figure 3 (B)). Here, analysts can create new component 
instances from existing component templates. Created component 
instances are organized linearly like a computational notebook, 
allowing analysts to narrate their analysis process. In addition, the 
visualizations can provide contextual information about the cur-
rent playback time (e.g., as interactive playhead in a time series 

line chart, see Figure 3 (G)), linking the ex-situ analysis with the 
available videos and 3D study replication. 

Timeline Panel. Similar to a video editor, a timeline panel at the 
bottom controls the current playback time, speed, and status (see 
Figure 3 (E)). To facilitate the comparison across study sessions, 
the current playback time is synchronized across all sessions—each 
session is therefore akin to a single video track in a video editor. 
In addition, each session timeline can be expanded to reveal an 
overview over the lifetime of all entities and a timeline visualization 
of events (see Figure 3 (F)), which can be fltered (cf. [69]). Static 
data (e.g., screenshots contained within events) can be inspected by 
hovering over the data, while videos can be displayed in the video 
panel. 

Video Panel. The video panel provides additional insights into 
the real-world context of the study (see Figure 3 (C)). Here, videos 
enabled in the timeline panel are displayed as separate videos and 
synchronized with the playback time displayed in the timeline 
panel, akin to a video editor. 

3D Scene Panel. The 3D scene panel provides additional insights 
into the virtual context of the study (see Figure 3 (D)). Based on the 
available data, the original study is reconstructed as an interactive 
3D scene suited for in-situ analysis (cf. [73]). This 3D scene panel 
provides controls similar to common 3D editing programs such 
as free camera movement and isometric (e.g., top-down) camera 
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Figure 4: ReLive VR view. This view immerses analysts in an interactive reconstruction of the original study. A user interface 
is afxed to the analyst’s left controller and a timeline at the bottom allows analysts to control the simulation. In addition, 
metrics and utilities from component instances are visualized in situ. Once multiple sessions are visible simultaneously, a 
colored outline helps in diferentiating entities and events from diferent sessions. 

perspectives, but can also provide additional insights, for example 
by replaying the scene from a user’s point of view. In addition, ana-
lysts can drag and drop data to instantly locate the corresponding 
3D object. Lastly, visualizations from corresponding component 
instances are displayed in the 3D scene window, allowing for a 
quick glance into the VR view. 

Scenario As Sarah is interested in task completion times, she creates 
a new component instance of an already available “Event Timer” 
component template in the component panel. To get an initial overview, 
Sarah adds the data from all participants to this component instance 
by dragging and dropping the “All Sessions” tag from the data panel 
to the newly created component instance. In addition, Sarah specifes 
a start and end point by dragging in the representative events from 
one of the sessions in the timeline panel into the component instance. 
Once the data has been defned, a 2D barchart automatically appears— 
revealing that one participant pair was considerably slower in their 
frst trial (see Figure 3 (G)). To investigate this outlier, Sarah looks at 
the video data by dragging in the outlier sessions into the the video 
panel to show the real world video, and then dragging the same session 
into the 3D scene panel to show a digital reconstruction, controlling 
their playback with the timeline panel. However, viewing the replay 
on a desktop makes it difcult to understand how the participants 
moved through the digital environment, as Sarah has to constantly 
adjust the camera to understand the objects’ spatial relations. 

3.4 Immersive Virtual Reality View 
In contrast to the desktop view which focuses on ex-situ visual 
analytics, the VR view focuses on in-situ immersive analytics (see 

Figure 4). The VR view is inspired by prior work (e.g., [19, 59, 69, 
73]), which enriches the in-situ analysis with environmental context. 
To that end, analysts can relive an interactive replication of the 
original study, which is enabled by our data specifcation: Session 
backgrounds (e.g., 3D model of the room) can be added to the data 
set and displayed in VR; entities are reproduced using, for example, 
their 3D model and move around the scene based on their captured 
movement data; and events are visualized in situ as colored spheres 
(cf. [69]). 

For better cohesion with the desktop view, the user interface is 
structured similarly to its desktop counterpart (cf. [23]), yet also 
geared towards an in-situ analysis. Analysts can interact by clicking 
and pointing on user interface elements or objects within the scene, 
mirroring the features of the desktop where possible. In the future, 
we aim to provide an ex-situ view in VR similar to the desktop view, 
allowing for a more detailed control over the analysis. The interface 
of the VR view provides analysts with access to the study data, the 
created components, a timeline, and displays available media data 
within the scene. 

Study Data. Analysts can reveal additional information about en-
tities and events as a foating tooltip by pointing at a corresponding 
3D object within the scene. Analysts can also use a user interface 
anchored to their left controller to get a basic overview of all entities 
and events within a scene (see Figure 4 (A)). This menu also allows 
analysts to focus on specifc entities (e.g., by hiding all irrelevant 
entities). Lastly, analysts can browse through all available sessions 
and load the data into the scene. When multiple sessions are active 
at the same time, a colored outline is added to each object in the 
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scene, allowing analysts to map entities to their corresponding data 
set. 

Components. To allow for an analysis of the data, analysts can 
create new component instances through a 2D menu anchored to 
the left controller (see Figure 4 (B)). However, as the input modali-
ties for VR are unsuited for text-based programming, creation of 
new component templates is restricted to the desktop view. Thus, 
component instances can be created by selecting a template, then 
clicking on the corresponding entities or events within the 3D 
scene. 

Existing component instances are shown in the user interface 
(see Figure 4 (C)), but can also be placed anywhere in the 3D space. 
The resulting visualizations may appear in situ (movement trail, 
see Figure 4 (D)), as a freely placeable visualization, or as a single 
value depicting the current value (see Figure 4 (D)). 

Timeline. Similar to the desktop view, a timeline allows analysts 
to control the playback state, speed, and time (see Figure 4 (F)). In 
addition, analysts can wind forward or backwards by using the VR 
controller’s joysticks. The timeline can also provide an overview of 
all events, which can be fltered based on event properties. 

Media. To simulate a device’s screen during the actual study, each 
device shows their current view on the virtual scene on their screen 
(see Figure 4 (E)). We aim to visualize more recorded media data 
in future work, for example by replaying screen recordings from 
a tablet on the corresponding replica’s screen, or adding another 
video playback panel to the components menu. 

Scenario To better investigate the outlier, Sarah immerses herself in 
VR by putting on a VR HMD—putting her into the same environment 
as visible in the desktop’s 3D scene panel. For comparison, she loads 
in another participant pair by opening the study data interface on 
their left controller and activating another session. Thus, another set 
of tablets appears, which are now highlighted with a yellow outline 
to distinguish them from the tablets of the other session (outlined in 
red and green). To better visualize the participant’s movement, Sarah 
selects a “Trail Visualizer” component instance from a predefned 
component template and attaches this to each tablet by pointing and 
clicking on each tablet with her right controller. As a result, each 
tablet now shows a trail of its movement over the last few seconds (see 
Figure 4). Using the timeline interface, Sarah quickly scrubs through 
the session, allowing them to relive the study. By observing the tablet’s 
position and screen, Sarah notices that one participant’s tablet was 
occluded by the digital furniture placed in the room, which could be a 
potential cause for the longer task completion time. She also notices 
that the participants communicated by holding their tablets into the 
cubes they wanted to select (see Figure 2 (bottom)). For both cases, 
Sarah selects the “Camera” from the components panel to take a photo, 
thus saving these incidents within ReLive for further analysis. 

3.5 Transitioning Between In-Situ and Ex-Situ 
Analysis 

Both the non-immersive desktop view and the immersive VR view 
were designed to suit diferent analysis workfows. Depending on 
the task and context, analysts may prefer to work in situ (e.g., in 
the VR view) or ex situ (e.g., on a desktop). ReLive therefore aims 

to facilitate the transition between in-situ and ex-situ analysis and 
follows the guidelines proposed by Carvalho et al. [23]. 

Most importantly, application state (e.g., components, playback 
time) is synchronized across both views in real time, thus “[making] 
users aware of the system state” [23]: Component instances created 
in the desktop view are instantly visible in the VR view and vice 
versa. This is further supported as analysts can explore the 3D study 
replication on the desktop view (see Figure 3 (D)). In addition, the 
desktop view allows analysts to drag data (e.g., entities, events) 
from the ex-situ overview to the 3D scene replication, causing the 
camera to focus on the related object in the 3D scene. Analysts can 
therefore instantly explore the environmental context from within 
the ex-situ overview. 

In future work, we also want to implement and examine cross-
reality linking and brushing: Here, users could mark outliers in the 
component instance of the desktop view, which is then instantly 
highlighted in the VR view and vice versa—akin to linking and 
brushing [48] across realities. 

Scenario While investigating the outlier in VR, Sarah also notices 
that the “cube selection” events of one pair of participants are clustered 
within one corner of the room—while the events of other pairs are 
spread throughout the entire room. To quantify this, Sarah attaches 
a “Property” component instance to the tablets of each session and 
confgures the component instance in the component menu to show 
the “total distance moved”—thus displaying the current distance above 
each tablet. By scrubbing to the end of the session, Sarah can now 
compare their values between the currently loaded sessions, reveal-
ing a substantial diference between the diferent sessions. To better 
generalize this across all 32 participants, Sarah switches back to the 
desktop view. Here, Sarah can seamlessly resume her workfow with 
the previously created “Property” component instance, which shows a 
line chart of the “distance moved” metric. By dragging and dropping 
the “All Sessions” tag to this component instance, Sarah can easily 
generalize her fndings for all participants and continue their analysis, 
for example by correlating the movement with task completion time 
or exporting her fndings and visualizations to her research paper. 

3.6 Data Logging Toolkit 
To utilize ReLive in a real world scenario, we developed a holis-
tic logging and malleable evaluation environment, supporting re-
searchers throughout all stages of a study (see Figure 5). At the 
center of this logging framework is a data specifcation that aims 
to captures the abundance of qualitative and quantitative data col-
lected during a study (e.g., spatiotemporal data, interaction events, 
video/audio recordings, 3D models), allowing researchers to relive 
the original study as accurately as possible. With the increased 
availability of 3D scanning hardware (e.g., LIDAR sensors in Apple 
iPad), scans of the real world environment can be added to the 
resulting data set [73]. In comparison to prior work that ofers sim-
ilar workfows (e.g., [19, 69]), our concept follows two main design 
principles: 

(1) Openness: Our concept was designed to run on all plat-
forms (e.g., Unity, web) and integrates well with external 
applications by relying on established standards (e.g., JSON 
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Figure 5: Logging and evaluation overview. This environment supports researchers throughout the all stages of a study: (A) An 
open data logging toolkit can facilitate data capturing, including spatiotemporal data (e.g., movement data from AR HMD), 
video data (e.g., imported or automatically captured from network cameras), questionnaire responses, and 3D models. (B) Data 
from prior studies can be converted to the data specifcation for use within ReLive. (C) Our data specifcation contains holistic 
data about a study, and can be easily accessed by external applications. (D) ReLive uses the data specifcation to enable a holistic 
study data analysis and reconstruct the original study setting. (E) Data from an ongoing study can be streamed to (and parsed 
by) external applications, enabling an analysis using bespoke scripts or live dashboards. 

for interaction data, standardized fle formats where possi-
ble). Our aim is to encourage open science by making it easy 
to share and reuse data sets. 

(2) Extensibility: To ofer support beyond the status quo and 
accommodate a wide range of MR studies, the toolkit is 
designed to be easily extensible without requiring changes 
to the underlying code. 

4 EVALUATION PROCESS 
We evaluated ReLive in a two-step evaluation process: First, a 
guided design walkthrough (Section 5) allowed us to analytically 
investigate ReLive in a formative evaluation; second, an expert 
user study (Section 6) provides deeper insights into the real world 
applicability of ReLive in an empirical evaluation. The overall goal 
of this evaluation process was to better understand the interplay 
between an in-situ and ex-situ analysis as exemplifed by the VR and 
desktop view of ReLive, respectively, and how this combination 
can support the analysis of MR user study data. As part of this goal, 
we defned three research objectives to narrow our analysis focus. In 
line with these objectives, we created an evaluation prototype that 
implements the core features of ReLive. 

4.1 Research Objectives 
To investigate the interplay between an in-situ and ex-situ analysis, 
we focus on three research objectives: 

RO 1

RO 2

RO 3

Task Allocation: Which analysis tasks beneft from im-
mersive analytics, which tasks are better suited for non-
immersive visual analytics? 
Interplay Between Ex-Situ and In-Situ Analysis: How 
do in-situ and ex-situ analysis complement each other? 
Applicability: Can ReLive match the diverse requirements 
of MR researchers and their use cases? 

4.2 Evaluation Prototype 
To address our research objectives, we created an evaluation proto-
type of ReLive (see Figures 1–4), which was iteratively improved. 
First, we focused on implementing core concepts for the guided 

design walkthrough. This frst version already supported both a lim-
ited desktop view and a limited VR view, which were synchronized: 
The desktop view ofered predefned component templates (see 
Table 1) that produced 2D visualizations, a timeline panel, and a 3D 
scene view; the VR view also supported the same predefned compo-
nent templates that produced in-situ visualizations and a timeline. 
Based on the feedback from the guided design walkthrough, we 
refned our evaluation prototype to support an authentic evaluation 
of our reference studies. This study prototype includes all features 
described in Section 3, with the exception of user-programmable 
component templates, which were intentionally replaced with pre-
defned tools. This reduced the complexity of our study and allowed 
us to focus on uncovering initial challenges relating to the task allo-
cation RO 1 and interplay RO 2 , especially as potential participants 
would not necessarily be familiar with the used reference studies. 

We decided on seven predefned tools listed in Table 1, based 
on the evaluation requirements of our reference studies RS 1 – 
and our analysis of related work (Section 2). The tools are aimed 
to address a wide range of analysis tasks and allow for an easily 
understandable, yet authentic analysis of our fve reference studies. 
Consequently, we intentionally decided against implementing other 
ideas for very specifc and single use cased tailored components 
that we discussed during our design walkthrough. To align with 
our research objectives RO 1 and RO 2 , each tool either provides a 
visualization on both the desktop and in VR, or utility within the 
3D scene (Frustum Visualizer, Camera). 

RS 5

4.3 Technical Implementation 
For the ReLive evaluation prototype, we use a client/server struc-
ture with two separate clients (immersive VR and non-immersive 
desktop). Our server uses a multithreaded Node.js v12 runtime and 
is backed by MongoDB. The server is responsible for serving media 
fles as well as preprocessing (e.g., data compression) and calculat-
ing metrics to ensure that the clients remain responsive. For this, 
we employ diferent transport protocols, such as HTTP for fetching 
static data, TCP/WebSockets for real-time data synchronization, 
and WebRTC for video transmission. For the desktop interface, we 
utilize web technologies for rapid prototyping (e.g., Angular), while 
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Table 1: Overview of predefned tools. We defned seven component templates as predefned tools for our fnal prototype. Tools 
were derived based on the evaluation requirements of our reference studies and the discussed related works. The chosen tools 
showcase either visualizations available in both desktop and VR view, or utilities for analyzing the study in VR. The event 
timer tool was not part of the prototype for the guided walkthrough. 

Tool Visualizes Desktop view VR view Use Cases / References

Distance 
Tool

Distance between 
two entities

Line chart
(distance vs. time)

Virtual measuring tape 
connecting the entities with 
label showing the current 
distance

• Position error during docking task, 
as in          and [7]

• Finding F-Formations, as in [17]

Angle
Tool

Angle between two 
entities

Line chart
(angle vs. time)

Angle visualization connecting 
the entities, projected to the 
floor

• Rotation error during docking task, 
as in

• Finding F-Formations, as in [17]

Trail 
Visualizer

Entity movement 
over time

Top-down view on 2D trail
(xz graph)

3D trail visualization in the VR 
scene

• Analyzing movement behavior / 
spatial activity, as in

and [17, 18, 27, 28, 90]
• Detecting tracking issues

Event Timer 
Tool

Time between two 
events

Bar chart Line connecting the events 
with label showing the time 
between them

• Task completion time as in

• Action duration as in

Property 
Tool

An entity’s inherent 
properties and 
derived metrics

Line chart
(property value vs. time)

Label with the properties’ 
values hovering over the 
entities

• Displaying raw data and metrics 
during analysis, e.g., distance moved 
per minute, as in          and [69]

Frustum 
Visualizer

An entity’s field of 
view within the 3D 
scene

Configuration only Lines visualizing the frustum 
directly at the entity in the VR 
scene

• Visualize what participant has seen, 
as in          and [17, 27, 73]

• Attention grouping, as in [17]

Camera Screenshots of the 
3D study replication

Gallery of taken screenshots 
and possibility to take 
screenshots from scene view

Virtual camera for taking 
screenshots in the VR scene

• Documenting insights (e.g., outliers)

RS2

RS2

RS1 RS4

RS5

RS3

RS4

RS1

RS5

RS1

RS2

the immersive VR client was written in Unity. The 3D scene in 
the desktop interface is streamed as a native HTML video from 
a rendertexture within Unity. The ReLive evaluation prototype, 
data specifcation, logging toolkit, and sample data is available as 
open-source project on GitHub4. 

5 DESIGN WALKTHROUGH 
We analytically evaluated the initial prototype of ReLive to val-
idate our concepts, develop ideas for additional features that are 
essential for the analysis of MR user studies, and verify the general 
applicability of ReLive. We conducted design walkthroughs [41] 
using each of our fve reference user studies ( RS 1 – RS 5 ) as testbeds. 
Each session lasted about 1.5 hours and 4–7 authors participated 
in the design walkthroughs. We prepared both request and evalua-
tion sheets for task-related features for systematic feedback during 
the sessions, and used screen sharing in a video conferencing tool 
to share the same point of view, while following all ethical and 
sanitary guidelines provided by our universities. 

Roles. During each session, attendees were given specifc roles: A 
moderator that moderated and guided the design walkthrough and 
kept track of time; a note-taker responsible for flling out requests 

4https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/ReLive 

and evaluation sheets for task-related features; a presenter who was 
involved in the reference user study (i.e., one of the authors) and 
could provide insights into the prior study analysis; and an analyst 
who was not involved in the reference user study and tried to repli-
cate the study analysis within the ReLive prototype—mimicking a 
potential user. Other participants of the design walkthroughs with-
out a dedicated role participated by discussing ideas and noting 
down possible issues by observing the analyst. We switched roles 
for each reference user study to avoid e.g., that a person who was 
involved in the prior study analysis takes on the role of the analyst 
as this might have infuenced the workfow. 

Procedure. First, the presenter briefy introduced their reference 
user study by presenting the study’s goal, research questions, and 
other user study related aspects (e.g., procedure, data gathering 
methods, apparatus). This introduction was concluded with a list 
of research objectives and metrics that were investigated during 
prior analysis. This list was then briefy discussed and extended 
with additional analysis ideas of all participants. Next, the analyst 
started the ReLive application and progressed through each of the 
research objectives. All participants discussed possible solutions to 
each research objective and evaluated the use of existing features, 
which were noted down by the notetaker. 

https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/ReLive
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Results. We collected a total of 59 requests and 16 evaluation 
sheets for task-related features from all walkthroughs to prepare the 
prototype for an expert user evaluation. We frst estimated the prior-
ity and implementation efort for each feature request and tagged it 
using the following tags: (1) Web, (2) VR, (3) Bridge, (4) Component, 
and (5) Visualization. We then ranked each feature request based 
on its generalizability, combined possible duplicates, and fltered 
out requests that did not ft within the scope of the following expert 
user study. Remaining features were further organized based on 
common topics, using a semantic clustering approach. Lastly, we 
discussed and sketched out possible ideas, before implementing 
18 requests that were in line with our research objectives. This 
extended prototype was then used for our expert user study. The 
outcome of our walkthrough is merged with the insights from our 
expert user study and are discussed in Section 7. 

Aside from revealing opportunities to improve usability, our re-
quests were mainly concerned with new visualizations and tools for 
study analysis and interaction techniques to facilitate the transition 
between environments. In terms of new visualizations and tools for 
study analysis, many ideas were linked to visualizing the available 
data types: For example, transcribed audio data could be presented 
as a wordcloud in 2D for overview, while showing the exact posi-
tion where the words were spoken in 3D. Similarly, a waveform 
visualization could be combined with a 3D trajectory trail in the 
3D scene replication, highlighting areas where participants talked. 

Concerning interaction techniques to facilitate the transition be-
tween environments, we gathered requests to increase the cohesion 
between the in-situ and ex-situ analysis: For example, users can 
drag and drop entities directly into the desktop’s 3D scene recon-
struction to zoom in on the relevant object; show the point of view 
of the VR user or diferent entities within the 3D scene (e.g., show-
ing the exact point of view of an AR tablet); or change the position 
of the VR view directly in the desktop view. To further increase 
cohesion, ReLive could support linking and brushing on both the 
desktop and VR (i.e., across realities): Here, areas of interest can be 
marked in an ex-situ 2D visualization, which would automatically 
highlight relevant areas within the corresponding in-situ visual-
ization. However, the implementation and evaluation of such a 
cross-reality linking and brushing can be diferent depending on the 
visualizations and therefore exceeds the scope of this work. 

6 EXPERT USER STUDY 
To empirically evaluate ReLive, we conducted an expert user study, 
focusing on participants that had prior experience in conducting 
and analyzing MR studies. Our goal was to evaluate ReLive guided 
by our three research objectives. Our tasks were based on real 
data from two of our fve reference user studies. We collected both 
qualitative and quantitative data to gain insights into participants’ 
workfows. 

6.1 Participants 
We recruited 5 male MR experts between 25 and 38 years (M = 29.80, 
SD = 5.17) from diferent research labs as participants. We inten-
tionally looked for researchers with prior experience in analyzing 
or conducting MR studies and who were not afliated with any 
of the current works of the authors. Thus, we invited researchers 

from a data analysis, an immersive analytics, and a virtual reality 
lab from the University of Konstanz. We also invited a colleague 
from the human-computer interaction lab at the University of Kon-
stanz who was not involved with the design or implementation of 
ReLive. All participants had degrees in computer science, 4 with 
master’s degrees and 1 with a doctorate. All of them were work-
ing in academia (e.g., as lecturers or research assistants) and had 
conducted MR user studies and analyzed their results before. All 
participants had normal or corrected to normal eyesight and did not 
sufer from color blindness; consequently, they had no problems 
with text sizes and the color-coding used in the diferent visual-
izations. We asked them to rank their experience in conducting 
AR/VR studies (M = 4.20, SD = 0.45) and analyzing the results 
(M = 3.60, SD = 0.55) on a scale from 1 (very inexperienced) to 
5 (very experienced). On the same scale, they also ranked their 
experience with computational notebooks (M = 2.40, SD = 0.55) 
and virtual reality applications (M = 4.60, SD = 0.55). Four of them 
already developed a VR application on their own. We also asked 
participants if they prefer to analyze MR study data on their own 
(n=3) or together with others (n=2). All participants interacted with 
ReLive for the frst time during the expert user study—this means, 
none of them were involved in the design nor the implementation. 

6.2 Apparatus 
All studies took place in one of our labs in which we allotted a 
walkable area of approximately 2 × 2 meters where participants 
could freely move. At one side of this area, we set up two tables 
(each 1.40 × 0.80m) with the long sides aligned. At one table, the 
participant was seated. The experimenter sat down at the opposite 
table. We equipped the participant’s table with a 27′′ 4k display, a 
mouse, and a keyboard connected to a desktop PC (simulating a 
desktop workspace, similar to Figure 1) that they used to work with 
the non-immersive desktop view of ReLive and to fll out question-
naires. Additionally, we provided participants with a tethered VR 
HMD (Oculus Quest 2) and the accompanying controllers to work 
with the immersive VR view of ReLive. The connection cables of 
the HMD were mounted via ceiling trusses to provide participants 
freedom in their movement while avoiding tripping hazards. On 
the experimenter’s table, we placed two displays (both 27′′ 4k), a 
mouse, and a keyboard connected to the participant’s desktop PC. 
One display was mirrored with the participant’s display and the 
other display showed the VR scene. This allowed us to observe and 
support the participant in both views. 

6.3 Procedure 
Participants were welcomed and provided with introductory doc-
uments explaining the purpose and procedure of our study. They 
signed a consent form and flled out a demographic questionnaire. 
Using a slide show, the experimenter then introduced participants 
to ReLive and the data set of RS 3 . After that, participants started 
with the guided phase (see tasks below) to familiarize themselves 
with ReLive. Then, participants received a short introduction to the 
data set of RS 4 before starting with the free phase (not guided by 
the experimenter). At the end of the free phase, participants flled 
out the System Usability Scale [15] and each session was concluded 
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with a semi-structured interview, which included a subjective rat-
ing of the interplay of both views. Sessions took approximately 
1.5 h and participants received compensation for their time. We 
followed all ethical and sanitary guidelines provided by the local 
institution at the time of the study. 

6.4 Tasks 
Participants started the tasks sitting in front of the desktop view. 
They were allowed to stand up and move through the allotted walk-
able area at any time. For the guided phase, we carefully ensured 
that all tasks were balanced between the desktop view and VR view. 
This means that the guided phase was not favoring one of the views. 
For the free phase, participants were given the opportunity to use 
both views as they suited them for their analysis workfow. 

Guided phase. Participants were guided by the experimenter to 
solve the following six tasks using step-by-step instructions. For 
each task, we summarize in italics which instructions the partici-
pants received. The tasks resembled authentic analysis scenarios 
based on the actual analysis of RS 3 . Participants started with the 
desktop view and over the course of these tasks, they were required 
to switch between the desktop and VR view 5 times and therefore 
had 3 phases in the desktop view alternating with 3 phases in VR. 

(1) Task completion time (one session). Visualize the task 
completion time of a given session by measuring the time 
between the start and end event. Participants solved this task 
using the desktop view. They created an event timer tool and 
added the given session, its start event, and its stop event to 
compute and visualize the session’s task completion time. 

(2) Task completion time (all sessions of a condition). Visual-
ize the task completion time of all sessions of a given condi-
tion. Participants solved this task using the desktop view. They 
added the given condition’s session tag to the event timer tool 
they created in the previous task. 

(3) Accuracy (one session). Measure how accurately the partic-
ipants of a given session placed a given entity in comparison 
to a given target position. Participants started with the desktop 
view to select the session and fnd the entities’ position within 
the scene using the 3D scene panel. They were then instructed 
to switch to the VR view and create a distance tool by visually 
connecting the two entities. This also involved winding through 
time and teleporting through the 3D scene. 

(4) Accuracy (all sessions of a condition). Measure how accu-
rately all participants of a given condition placed a given 
entity in comparison to a given target position. Participants 
switched back to the desktop view for this task. Here, they 
added the session tag for the given condition to the distance 
tool they created in the VR view during the previous task. 

(5) Events. Investigate where the participants of a given session 
were located in the room when a given event happened. 
Participants switched back to the VR view, flter the events, and 
use the VR controller’s joystick to wind forward and backward 
to investigate the events’ position and occurrence. 

(6) Tracking Issues. Investigate if a given tablet (entity) in a 
given session had tracking issues by visualizing the speed 
(unrealistic high speed is an indicator for tracking issues). 
Participants switched back to the desktop view and used the 

property tool to investigate the time series line chart for the 
speed of the given tablet. In the chart, they identifed segments 
where the tablet moved with an unrealistic high speed. They 
then switched to the VR view and created a trail visualizer to 
investigate the direction of the jumps in context. 

Participants needed between 15 min 8 s and 25 min 36 s (M = 20.25 
min, SD = 3.53 min) for the guided phase—excluding the times for 
switching between desktop and VR, as they were not representative 
due to hygiene requirements. In total, they spent between 6 min 38 s 
and 13min 44 s (M = 9.25 min, SD = 2.52 min) in VR. While E1 and 
E2 always stood up when in VR, E4 remained seated during all tasks. 
E3 stood only briefy during the last phase in VR. E5 started the frst 
use of VR seated but then decided to stand up for the remaining 
time in VR. In total, participants were standing between 0 min and 
10min 6 s (M = 6.01 min, SD = 4.16 min). 

Free phase. Participants explored and analyzed the data set of 
RS 4 on the their own and were free to use either environment on 
their own accord. As a starting point, the experimenter suggested 
the following four analysis goals. However, participants were free 
to follow their own analysis approaches. 

(1) Investigate the distance between HoloLens and the Interac-
tion Tablet over time. Did the distance increase while the 
user was holding the tablet? 

(2) Which participant moved the most? 
(3) Were there any tracking issues? 
(4) When holding the Interaction Tablet vertically, at which 

height did the participants roughly hold their Interaction 
Tablet: At eye-level, or at shoulder level? 

The free phase had a soft limit of 10 minutes. However, all partic-
ipants decided to continue their individual analysis at the end of 
these 10 minutes and spent between 11 min 20 s and 17 min 14 s 
(M = 13.37 min, SD = 2.19 min) in the free phase—again exclud-
ing the times for switching between the views. All participants 
decided to start their analysis using the desktop view. E3 switched 
3 times between both views, while the others switched only once. 
Participants spent between 2 min and 10 min 21 s (M = 5.70 min, 
SD = 2.89 min) in VR. Only E3 remained seated during the whole 
free phase. All other participants stood up for using the VR view. In 
total, they were standing between 0 min and 10 min 50 s (M = 4.93 
min, SD = 386 min). 

6.5 Data Collection and Analysis 
We used two ceiling-mounted cameras with opposing views on the 
scene to capture video data. We recorded the content of the partici-
pant’s display and HMD. For audio recordings (e.g., interviews), we 
placed a dedicated microphone in the center of the tables. Further, 
we transcribed all interviews and analyzed them following an in-
ductive thematic analysis approach [14]: After familiarization with 
the data, one author identifed data extracts that are relevant to our 
research objectives and generated descriptive codes to label them. 
These descriptive codes were then counterchecked and validated 
by two other authors. We then thematically clustered the codes 
to identify potential themes. In the further process, we iteratively 
revised and refned the themes to ensure that they were in line with 
the dataset and our research objectives. 
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6.6 Findings 
Here we present the fndings of the expert user study. We use the 
fve themes that resulted from the thematic analysis of the data 
collected in our semi-structured interviews as structure to report 
our fndings—this means that we present the scores of the subjective 
rating and system usability scale thematically aligned. 

Theme #1: Desktop view for overview, and VR view for rea-
soning in the environmental context. All experts generally ex-
pressed that the desktop view is better suited for getting an overview 
of the study data compared to the VR view. For example, they said 
that “the advantage of the [desktop] view is overview” [E1] or that “the 
2D charts provide a quick overview” [E3]. In addition, E1 noted that 
the “VR view lacks [this] overview over the data” [E1] and that the 
“VR tools are not powerful enough to quickly get the big picture.” [E1] 
Two experts (E1, E4) emphasized that this enabled them to fnd 
points of interest (e.g., outliers) in the data that they then could 
analyze more in detail using the VR view. Besides, E3 explained 
that the desktop view is better suited for performing statistical 
analyses and to “correlate diferent factors.” [E3] Also, experts (E1, 
E3, E4) mentioned that the desktop view was faster to use when 
confguring components. 

Concerning the VR view, experts noted that it allows you to 
immerse yourself in the data (E3) and to relive the study in its 
spatial context (E3, E5). Our experts mentioned various situations 
and tasks for which this can be benefcial. For example, E3 noted 
that reliving the study can be especially helpful when analyzing 
the study data weeks after you conducted it: “[Then the VR view] 
ofers the possibility to dive back into the study. It’s like being inside 
the study again [ . . . ] and maybe seeing aspects that were no longer 
present.” [E3] Two experts (E2, E4) additionally mentioned that 
they found the VR view helpful to get a better overview of the 
course of the sessions. According to our experts, this spatial-visual 
impression (E1, E2) helps to assess where entities and events were 
located in the scene (E2) and to see what the participants of the 
study have seen (E1, E2). Although E5 stated that he did not use 
the VR view during the free phase as the desktop view already 
provided an interactive representation of the VR scene, he described 
the potential utility of the VR view for tasks that beneft from an 
increased depth perception. In this context, experts (E1, E2, E4, E5) 
also positively highlighted the stereoscopic 3D view in VR as an 
advantage over the scene view in the desktop view. They perceived 
it benefcial for spatial measurements (E2, E4, E5) and assessing 
the entities’ and events’ depth and spatial constellations (E1, E5). 
“The [desktop scene view] helps a lot. [ . . . ] I can explore it like a game. 
However, only as 2D representation of a 3D world with which I don’t 
get the spatial impression. I only get that when I put on the headset. 
For example, when I look at [these objects] in the 2D scene view it is 
hard to assess their depth. I get that much, much better in VR.” [E1] 

With that, the VR view helps to explain the data (E2, E3, E4, E5), 
e.g., to fnd reasons for outliers and also allows for exploring the 
data to discover points of interest that you would not see in the 
2D diagrams presented in the desktop view (E1, E3). Participants’ 
descriptions of their workfows during the free phase refected 
these diferent strengths of the two views: Three experts (E3, E4, 
E5) stated that they started in the desktop view to get an overview 
of the data and then—if needed—switched to VR for reasoning (E4, 

E5) or to explore the data further (E3): “For me, the [desktop] view is 
overview, and if I need details, I’ll switch to VR, and that’s a coherent 
workfow for me.” [E5] In contrast, E2 stated that he would start 
in VR to better understand the scene and switch to the desktop 
afterwards. E1 could imagine to use both workfows and E1, E3, and 
E5 agreed that the workfow “depends on the research questions and 
the data” [E3] to be analyzed. We also discovered three diferent 
patterns of participant behavior when using VR: (1) Remaining 
seated, (2) standing up, and (3) switching between standing and 
sitting. Interestingly, participants behavior partly changed between 
the guided and the free phase, indicating that their behavior not 
only relates to personal preferences but also to the type of task 
(cf. [6]). 

All in all, experts stated that both views complement each other 
well (E1, E3), that their combination has no disadvantages (E1, E2, 
E4), and that the VR view is necessary to solve the tasks (E4). 

Theme #2: Interplay between in-situ and ex-situ visual ana-
lytics for analysis workflow. A common theme during the eval-
uation was the interplay between the diferent views (i.e., desktop 
for ex-situ, VR for in-situ) and, thus, analysis types (i.e., in situ or 
ex situ). Three experts (E2, E4, E5) appreciated the instantaneous 
synchronization between the desktop and VR environment, with 
one expert noting that: “If I start in 2D and then see something [ . . . ] 
interesting within the data, I’ll jump there, put the headset on and 
look at it” [E1]. Another expert (E4) considered the synchronization 
the most important feature for the interplay. Three experts (E1, E2, 
E4) noted that, while the interplay was “not perfect” [E1], it worked 
“fawlessly” [E1] and there were “no problems” [E2, E4], removing 
the need to confgure the VR view (E1). One expert (E1) highlighted 
the consistency of both views in terms of their icons and interaction 
with the components. 

When transitioning between devices, problems occurred for 2 
experts (E3, E4) due to loss of orientation: “You somehow have a cut, 
and then you have to reorient yourself.” [E3] Similarly, one expert (E4) 
also lost touch with the desktop’s position in the real world. Here, 
E3 suggested showing the real desktop device in VR, which could 
act as an anchor point and could enable the use of the keyboard 
in VR. In addition, one expert (E4) noted that the transition could 
be more fuid, while two experts noted that the transition “worked 
well” [E1, E2] and was “quite fast” [E2]. Here, two experts (E2, E4) 
mentioned that the 3D scene panel in the desktop view helped 
them when switching between devices, noting that it was “really 
helpful” [E2]. Another expert (E1) appreciated the combination of a 
“familiar” [E1] desktop view with its link to a native 3D application. 

The availability of a desktop view in VR for quick access to 
the ex-situ analysis view was appreciated by four experts (E1, E2, 
E3, E4): “I thought the possibility to jump directly to the desktop 
view was very cool. I can imagine that it helps in ensuring a quick 
transition.” [E3]. However, three experts (E1, E2, E3) requested a 
deeper integration of this desktop view into the VR environment. 
Similarly, four experts (E1, E3, E4, E5) missed the availability of 
their component’s 2D charts in VR, for example for fnding the 
exact point in time when an outlier occurred: “I would’ve liked to 
see [the 2D charts] in VR! Because then I get the impression in 2D: 
okay, here the curve rising, then I can jump to this point and view it 
in detail.” [E1]. During the concluding interview, we additionally 
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asked experts to rank the interplay between both views on a scale 
from 1 (“not very useful”) to 10 (“very useful”). Here, experts ranked 
the prototype with an average score or 8.00 (SD = 1.73). 

In terms of using both in-situ and ex-situ view for their analysis 
workfow, opinions were divided: Two experts (E1, E5) expressed 
a preference for working in the desktop view, especially as the 
desktop still ofers a higher resolution (E1) and as HMDs can be 
uncomfortable (E1, E5). E5 therefore preferred working solely on 
the desktop view, treating both views separately and commenting 
that “the [desktop view] can do everything, why should I still switch to 
VR?” [E5]. In contrast, E1 could also imagine staying in VR if a well-
integrated desktop view was available. Nevertheless, all experts 
used both views during the free phase of our expert study and, on 
average, spent almost half their time in VR. In addition, two experts 
(E1, E2) were positive about integrating the switch between desktop 
and VR into their analysis workfow, noting that each view has its 
distinct advantages and disadvantages: “You can completely use the 
[desktop view] [ . . . ], and then for parts where there is an advantage 
for VR, you can use VR, and vice versa” [E2]. E3 highlighted the 
potential for future hardware, which could ofer better ergonomics 
and enable more fuid transitions. 

Theme #3: Modularity to suit individual analysis require-
ments. Throughout the interview, experts mentioned several fea-
tures that are required for analyzing their specifc study data, “[be-
cause] everyone has diferent requirements for what is analyzed” [E1]. 
Here, experts highlighted the variety of diferent analysis use cases 
from their own work, such as crime scene investigation (E2, E5), 
collective behavior (E2), ergonomics (E3), balance issues (E1), or 
general asynchronous remote tasks (E4). Two experts (E1, E4) there-
fore emphasized the system’s extensibility, with one expert (E1) 
appreciating that ReLive uses a similar approach to a computa-
tional notebook. Experts also mentioned integrating additional 
visualizations, such as aggregated trails (E5), 3D heatmaps (E1, E5), 
or eye-tracking data (E4). To support this, experts noted that the 
data specifcation should support eyetracking data (E4), question-
naire data (E4), interaction data from non-immersive systems (E5), 
and audio recordings (E5). 

Furthermore, experts suggested diferent metrics that could pro-
vide further insights, such as metrics to calculate a user’s balance 
(E1), speed (E2), room coverage (E2), task completion time (E2), 
metrics to analyze ergonomics (E3), and the user’s height as an indi-
cator if users have bent down (E4, E5). Here, one expert highlighted 
the need for an export functionality for intercompatibility with 
other tools: “If I really want to calculate something with the data, I 
would want to do that in a diferent tool” [E1]. Experts also suggested 
extending the timeline to support aligning diferent sessions (E2, 
E3) or dividing sessions (E3) to facilitate comparisons. In addition, 
experts (E1, E4) suggested diferent forms of video playback in VR, 
including 360 ° videos (E1), displaying screen recordings on their 
corresponding devices (E1, E4), or even adopting diferent points 
of view (e.g., from individual participants) (E5). Lastly, four experts 
(E1, E2, E4, E5) emphasized that, to use ReLive, importing the data 
must be as easy as possible, highlighting the need for a data logging 
toolkit: “If it’s easily applicable, then I would defnitely like to use it. 
I even would have liked to use if for my last study!” [E2]. 

Theme #4: Despite the limited extent of the prototype, the 
concept was appreciated. Generally, all experts (E1–5) were pos-
itive about the ReLive framework, noting that ReLive was “intu-
itive” [E1, E2], “very positive” [E4], “very useful” [E3], “cool” [E2, 
E3, E5], “easy to use” [E1, E2], and well-suited for the analysis 
of lab studies (E3). One expert cited ReLive’s adaptiveness as an 
advantage, “[enabling] the analysis of all kinds of studies” [E5]. Fur-
thermore, E5 appreciated having the data in one place, while E4 
mentioned that the data specifcation helped to create a mental 
map of the data. E4 also highlighted the potential for open science 
several times, mentioning ReLive’s potential for whiteboxing anal-
ysis, providing data provenance, and helping with replication and 
reproducibility of research results: “[ . . . ] and I think that is indeed 
a step into this direction [of replication and, generally, reproducible 
research]. Because for VR, it’s often the case that [ . . . ] it’s fexible, 
but not traceable.” [E4]. 

Since our evaluation prototype did not cover our entire concept, 
experts also mentioned current limitations. Experts expressed that 
the system is “unfnished” [E4] and that several details should be 
improved (E2, E3, E5), noting various minor usability issues (E1, 
E3, E4, E5). Specifcally, E3 mentioned that the mapping between 
sessions and participants was unclear and the terminology should 
be clarifed, while three experts (E1, E3, E5) felt that it was unclear 
when a session was visible in the 3D scene reconstruction. One 
expert also noted that pointing at objects to interact with them 
can be imprecise (E1). Experts also addressed the complexity of 
ReLive: four experts (E1, E2, E3, E5) mentioned that the a preceding 
tutorial or training is mandatory, especially as the system was 
“overwhelming” [E5] at frst. Here, experts provided the “feature-
richness” [E5] as a reason, and ranked ReLive as an expert system 
with many diferent use cases (E2). 

The experts’ impression of our prototype was also refected in 
the scores of the System Usability Scale [15]. With a mean Usability 
Score of 74.50, the usability of our prototype was rated as good [3]. 
Additionally, all experts expressed, that they would like to use 
ReLive for the analysis of their next MR study. 

Theme #5: Potential for collaborative analysis. A recurring 
topic across all experts was ReLive’s potential for a collaborative 
analysis, which was unanimously seen as advantage. Experts pro-
vided several possible collaboration opportunities, such as looking 
together at the desktop (as opposed to sharing VR glasses) (E2), 
symmetric collaboration in VR (E2), or asymmetric collaboration 
with one user at the desktop and another user in VR (E2, E4, E5). 
Here, user could take on diferent roles (E1, E2, E5): for example, 
the desktop user could act as a director, guiding the VR user to look 
at the data in context (E5). This asymmetric collaboration could 
also remove the need to transition between a desktop and VR (E5), 
allowing users to maximize the advantages of both VR and desktop 
(E2). Experts also pointed at additional opportunities during col-
laboration, such as the use of a private space (E3) or handing over 
control (E1). 

7 INSIGHTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This section provides design insights (D1–D5) and research impli-

cations (I1–I5) based on our design of ReLive (Section 3), which 
combines recent trends in analyzing MR user studies (Section 2), 
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as well as fndings from our design walkthrough (Section 5) and 
expert user study (Section 6). The structure follows our research 
objectives of RO 1 task allocation, RO 2 interplay between in-situ and 
ex-situ analysis, and RO 3 applicability. 

7.1 Task Allocation 
All experts agreed with our intended distribution of using a desk-
top view for an ex-situ overview of the data and using VR for an 
in-situ analysis of the details in its environmental context, akin to 
an overview + detail visualization: “For me, the [desktop] view is 
overview, and if I need details, I’ll switch to VR, and that’s a coherent 
workfow for me.” [E5] The desktop view therefore allows experts to 
quickly compare data across diferent study sessions, fnd outliers, 
and create an analysis pipeline (D1). In contrast, the in-situ perspec-
tive (i.e., both 3D scene reconstruction on the desktop view and the 
VR environment) was used for sensemaking and reasoning tasks, 
focusing on why something happened—thus providing additional 
(environmental) context that cannot be found in the overview (D2). 
This is in line with prior research, which suggests that 2D outper-
forms immersive environments for overview tasks (cf. [54]). Here, 
further research could be conducted in directly comparing in-situ 
or ex-situ tasks in either environment (cf. [92]) (I1). However, the 
use of VR for an in-situ view on the data (as opposed to using 
the 3D study replication on the desktop) depends on both the task 
complexity (cf. [55]) as well as the user’s own preference. 

Design Insights – Task Allocation

D1 Non-immersive visual analytics desktop view allows for 
analysis, ex-situ overview, finding outliers.

D2 Immersive analytics view suited for in-situ analysis, 
looking at data in context, reasoning, but also 
exploration.

Research Implications – Task Allocation

I1 Comparison of tasks in in-situ and ex-situ scenarios
(cf. [54])

7.2 Interplay Between In-Situ and Ex-Situ 
Analysis 

Although ReLive’s desktop view focused on an ex-situ analysis, 
adding an in-situ view (i.e., 3D scene panel) proved useful, providing 
an at-a-glance window into the environmental context. Depending 
on the task complexity, this can render the full transition to VR 
obsolete, as the cost of switching displays may outweigh the benefts 
of full immersion and stereoscopy provided by VR (D3). 

While the desktop’s 3D scene panel allowed for an instant glimpse 
into the VR scene, the transition between the desktop and the VR 
environment can still be disorienting. Here, future research could 
investigate a more explicit switch, requiring the user to specify 
a position in the VR scene before allowing the user to transition 
into VR (I2). In addition, anchors in VR (e.g., displaying a virtual 
desktop in the actual position of the physical desktop) can provide 
spatial context to the user, aiding in both transition into VR and 
back to the desktop (cf. [67]) (D4). Future devices may further help 

this transition by gradually fading between VR and real world (I3), 
or by allowing the user to work exclusively in VR. 

Furthermore, a task queue can be helpful in further reducing the 
need to transition between devices. Here, a cross-reality linking and 
brushing technique could be investigated, that could, for example, 
allow users to mark areas of interest (e.g., outliers) in the ex-situ 
view which are then highlighted in the in-situ view (I4). While the 
ex-situ view in VR should be easily accessible for an at-a-glance 
overview (cf. [19]), the 3D visualizations can be further improved 
with an on-demand 2D overview visualization. 

In terms of video playback, both ex-situ and in-situ view com-
plement each other: The ex-situ can act as a familiar 2D video 
player, allowing users to investigate video details (e.g., with a high-
resolution desktop display). In contrast, the in-situ view helps in 
immersing the user in the original study setting, as videos can be 
played back in its original context (e.g., displaying screen record-
ings on a replica of the original device). The in-situ replication also 
enables analysts to view the study from diferent points of view, for 
example reliving the study from a participant’s perspective. Con-
sidering the limited feld of view of current AR and VR devices, this 
emulation can provide additional insights into what was actually 
in the user’s view. 

Design Insights – Interplay Between In-Situ and Ex-
Situ Analysis

D3 Avoid needless transitions by offering basic in-situ view 
in desktop (and vice versa for VR).

D4 Use anchors when transitioning between VR and 
desktop (cf. [67]).

Research Implications – Interplay Between In-Situ and 
Ex-Situ Analysis

I2 Investigate requiring an explicit switch before allowing 
transition into VR.

I3 Investigate effect of continuous transition between the 
real world and VR.

I4 Investigate benefits and challenges of cross-reality 
linking and brushing.

7.3 Applicability 
Although we only evaluated our concepts as an initial prototype, 
our fndings confrm the general applicability of our concept. The 
vast amount of diferent study goals, metrics, and visualizations 
provided by the experts highlights the need for a fexible analysis 
tool. Here, our computational notebook approach with its compo-
nent instances proved useful in allowing users to easily employ 
analysis tools and create visualizations both on the desktop and 
in VR (D5). However, our prototype only provides a predefned 
set of component templates. Therefore more research is necessary 
in terms of creating these component templates (I5). Furthermore, 
although there is an increasing number of IA applications focus-
ing on a set of fxed visualizations, converting study data for each 
tool can be time-consuming and error-prone. A standardized data 
specifcation could help in both holistically recording the data and 
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provide intercompatibility with other applications. We therefore see 
ReLive as an initial starting point that highlights the data variety 
of MR studies, but further work is necessary to reach a generally 
agreed-upon format. 

Design Insights – Applicability

D5 Computational notebook approach using components 
allows for flexible analysis of user study data both on 
the desktop and in VR (cf. [2]).

Research Implications – Applicability

I5 Investigate benefits and limitations of programming
computational components with in-situ and ex-situ 
representations.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Our evaluation prototype of ReLive was tailored towards evaluat-
ing the interplay between in-situ and ex-situ analysis of MR user 
study data. As the analysis of unfamiliar MR user study data with a 
novel analysis environment can be challenging, we intentionally 
tried to reduce the complexity of the prototype, the data, and its 
visualizations. While this lowered the threshold of interacting with 
ReLive, it also left several aspects of the overarching concept un-
touched: Conceptually, the desktop view can be organized linearly 
like a computational notebook, allowing analysts e.g., to confgure 
or program components that suit their analysis. We did not imple-
ment programmable component templates to reduce complexity. 
Further studies are necessary to study the general feasibility and 
applicability of such components for a mixed-immersion analy-
sis workfow (cf. [2, 72]). In this regard, prior work by Borowski 
et al. [11] has already demonstrated the benefts of providing pack-
ages (cf. components) for computational notebooks and how they 
can even support shared activities [12]. Future work could investi-
gate this concept, allowing analysts to access, share, or contribute 
to a public collection of available metrics, visualizations, or scripts. 
This would in turn facilitate the idea of open science, allowing for 
a whiteboxing of the analysis (supporting reproducibility and data 
provenance) by, for example sharing the analysis notebook along 
with the available study data, in addition to preregistering. 

To further reduce complexity, our evaluation prototype only 
provides simple, yet easily understandable predefned visualization 
templates (see Table 1). Given that participants were not familiar 
with the used reference studies, we intended to not overwhelm par-
ticipants further. This allowed us to study the suitability of in-situ 
and ex-situ analysis for diferent analysis tasks. While our insights 
already allude to the necessity of 2D overview visualizations inside 
VR, additional studies are necessary to investigate the role of 2D 
and 3D visualizations in the diferent views (e.g., desktop, VR). Fur-
thermore, future work could investigate the mapping between 2D 
visualizations and their 3D equivalents and how established tech-
niques such as linking and brushing could facilitate the interplay 
between in-situ and ex-situ analysis. 

The reduced evaluation prototype and relatively small amount 
of expert participants also limits the extent of our results and dis-
cussion. Due to the predefned tasks and missing comparison to 

existing tools, our evaluation provides only limited insights into 
the real world efcacy of ReLive. Thus, we concentrated on inves-
tigating the transition between diferent environments instead of 
quantitatively comparing if ReLive provides any ecologically valid 
benefts over existing tools. However, given that participants were 
experts in their respective felds, they provided valuable insights 
into initial opportunities and challenges. In addition, although the 
tasks artifcially forced a transition between desktop and VR, they 
were grounded on our own experience when analyzing MR studies. 
We aim to extend ReLive with the missing described concepts, in-
cluding component templates and richer media integration in VR, 
allowing us to study possible benefts in more detail. 

Although ReLive is designed to provide access to a wide range 
of data, gathered using an abundance of available quantitative and 
qualitative methods, we intentionally limited the scope of available 
data for the evaluation. This reduced complexity facilitated espe-
cially the free phase in the expert user study and reduced the overall 
duration of the user study. However, we see a great potential for 
the interplay between in-situ and ex-situ analysis of e.g., qualitative 
data such as annotating and coding of video material: Traditionally, 
the coding of video material is a part of the user study analysis work-
fow done in a desktop environment. The analyst carefully watches 
recordings of user study sessions to understand participants’ ac-
tivities, annotates remarkable events, and assigns codes to them 
to quantify the material for further analysis. However, having a 
pre-defned and static perspective of the camera can be a limitation 
(due to occlusion or limited resolution). Here, the in-situ analysis 
approach can complement the ex-situ analysis by investigating the 
activities from any desired point of view. Future research could 
investigate to what extent sophisticated video analysis tools (e.g., 
[52]) in combination with in-situ approaches can support MR user 
study analyses either post-hoc after completing all study sessions 
or even with the help of additional experimenters ad hoc during the 
runtime of a study session (e.g., adopting the participant’s view). 

Lastly, we intentionally focused on a single-user scenario to 
investigate the interplay between in-situ and ex-situ analysis. How-
ever, the fndings of our expert user study highlighted the potential 
for ReLive as a collaborative system, supporting diferent constel-
lations (e.g., collaborating on a desktop, or assuming diferent roles 
such as for overview on desktop and detail in VR), with one partici-
pant expressing that “[ . . . ] you need another person, and, I think, then 
it’ll be really great” [E5]. Further studies are necessary to investigate 
the potential benefts and challenges of such a collaborative sys-
tem for the analysis of MR user studies (cf. heterogeneous remote 
assistance systems [26, 34]). 

9 CONCLUSION 
We have presented ReLive: a mixed-immersion visual analytics 
framework that combines an immersive VR environment with a 
non-immersive desktop environment to enable the holistic explo-
ration and malleable analysis of MR user studies. The immersive 
VR environment allows users to relive an interactive recording of 
a replica of the original study, providing the possibility for in-situ 
analysis of the data. In contrast, the non-immersive desktop view 
facilitates the analysis of aggregated study data and provides a holis-
tic overview over the available study data. In our concept, users 
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can program components to calculate metrics and create visualiza-
tions in an interface akin to a computational notebook. ReLive also 
supports the transition between the VR and desktop environment, 
for example by synchronizing both environments in real-time and 
ofering a glimpse of the VR environment on the desktop and vice 
versa—thus representing an asynchronous hybrid user interface. 

We provided design insights and research implications, based 
on our design of ReLive as well as a two-step evaluation pro-
cess consisting of a design walkthrough and an expert user study. 
Here, we demonstrate the general applicability of our concept, 
showed the benefts of bridging in-situ and ex-situ analysis, and 
provided insight into transitioning between immersive (VR) and 
non-immersive (desktop) visual analytics. With our work, we con-
tribute to the Grand Challenges of Immersive Analytics [30] by 
ofering a fexible analysis workspace and investigating the role of 
IA when analyzing mixed reality study data. Our work contributes 
toward the underrepresented feld of transitional user interfaces by 
investigating the transition between a VR HMD and a desktop. 
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